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BARCLAY BUTERA INTRODUCES 
THE BRENTWOOD COLLECTION

By Ray Langhammer
Barclay Butera Interiors

BBC DESIGN

 Well, summer is in full swing and Californians have been enjoying a spectacular season on the water, beach living, outdoor barbeques and 
entertaining al fresco. No question living in SoCal is an idyllic life. And even with our casual, easy-breezy lifestyle, we still find clients who long 
for a little bit of formal elegance in their home décor. The solution? Barclay Butera’s sophisticated new Brentwood Collection of furnishings 
with Lexington Home Brands; named for the ultra-chic enclave just outside of LA that is known for a bit more formal lifestyle and classic design. 
 When Lexington challenged Barclay to come up with not one, but two fresh, new traditional collections of furniture, he looked for inspiration 
in his own backyard. Newport was a natural: beachy, coastal, quintessential Barclay with its clean blue, white and sea glass green colors; 
sandstone and sailcloth finishes. Brentwood had to stand out; it had to offer traditional design with an updated fresh outlook. This collection 
is comprised of iconic silhouettes laced with mixed metals, and luxe textiles.  Smokey gunmetal burl woods are accented with fabrics that are 
rich and elegant in celadon green, ivory and silver-dove gray. All-in-all more traditional but with a signature Butera twist. 
 No question Barclay has a remarkably diverse clientele but one thing they all have in common is they come to him for stunning interiors 
that are glamourous but comfortable. Clients do not want to live in museums anymore,;they want livable, inviting spaces for families and 
entertaining. And that’s what he does best. 
 Both the Newport and Brentwood collections are available at Barclay Butera Interiors 1745 Westcliff Drive in Newport Beach (949-650-
8570) and on www.Lexington.com. 
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